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Matchbox cars are only second to Hot Wheels in popularity&break;&break;Features unique index to

help you locate fellow Matchbox collectors&break;&break;Small package allows you access to

information while you're on the got&break;&break;For a collector with a passion for pocket-sized

racers, access to updated pricing and photos of your favorite "compact cars," along with the tools to

make the most of every collecting opportunity is a collecting essential. Compact and organized, with

listings for a variety of cars, this book allows you access to details while you're at a show, or in the

hobby shop. With price listings for each car, collector advice, and contact information for hundreds

of groups and associations, this small-size guide truly represents the idea that great things come in

small packages.
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I recently started collecting die cast vehicles so the primary reason I was interested in this book was

to know just what's out there. This book mostly covers the real old stuff, there's only a brief

coverage of the post Lesney produced vehicles. Maybe collectors like Larson are mainly interested

in the old stuff of their youth and this certainly would be a great little flick through book (it's not small

enough in size to fit in even the pocket of the most obese sized person's clothing) for collectors of

that era but a lot of us younger "newbies" are also interested in the newer stuff too. This book is

published in 2008 so there really is no excuse for at least a good sample of vehicles up to 2007 not

being here. Every Matchbox car I own is not listed in here.I'm more into the entertainment themed



vehicles myself and I was really interested to know what other Character Cars were manufactured

besides the ones I've come across. I've stumbled across a few different Matchbox vehicles

marketing various movies and wondered if Matchbox has a range that rivals what Johnny Lightning

has out there. I am familiar with the Star Cars but whenever you come across there on an online site

they are still in the blister pack and I would have like to have been able to see what they look like

loose to see how close resemble actual vehicle in show/movie. I really just wanted a guide that

shows a wide selection of what's out there (I realise a complete guide is all but impossible). This

book holds none of those answers that those like myself interested in later vehicles are after.This

book does have very nice photographs of the small number of vehicles it does cover.
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